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Abstract
In this paper we review some approaches to flexible querying in XML that apply several techniques among which Fuzzy Set Theory. In particular we focus on FleXy, a flexible extension of XQuery-FT that was developed as a library on the open source engine Base-X. We then present PatentLight, a tool for patent retrieval that was developed to show the expressive power of Flexy.
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1. Introduction

With the diffusion of the World Wide Web the information available on-line has been constantly increasing, and consequently the need for effective systems that allow an easy and flexible access to information is a crucial issue. By flexibility is here meant the capability of the system to both manage imperfect (vague and/or uncertain) information, and adapt its behaviour to the user context.

To this aim Fuzzy Set Theory has been applied to Information Retrieval (IR) to the purpose of providing retrieval techniques capable of modelling, at some extent, the human subjectivity for estimating the partial relevance of documents to the user needs. An overview of how fuzzy set theory has been applied to the aim of designing flexible Information Retrieval Systems has been presented in

Within Information Retrieval, XML retrieval constitutes an interesting field of research. XML is the acronym of eXtensible Markup Language, a text format established in 1998 to the purpose of exchanging data on the Web. XML specifies a set of rules for structuring the informative content (data or text) of documents: both the structure and the content are described in plain text that can be easily read by computer programs, while remaining human-readable. The XML formatting rules allow to graphically represent documents in a tree form.

An example of fragment of XML document is shown in Fig.1. In the document fragment the structure, i.e. the nodes in the tree representation, is described by means of element tags. The content of each node is always confined between a starting tag (for instance <author>) and a closing tag (e.g., </author>). Attributes can be used to specify meta-information related to the document elements (e.g., genre). The content is usually stored in leaf nodes (e.g., Umberto Eco).

The expressiveness of this language and its
adaptability to different domains of application have motivated the generation of huge collections of highly structured XML documents, and, as a consequence, the definition of ad-hoc query languages.

The two main standard languages that have been defined by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)\(^6\) to query XML data are XPath\(^7\) and XQuery\(^8\). Both languages were initially conceived to retrieve fragments from complex documents with huge tree structures, deeply nested, but they did not provide features for evaluating keyword based queries on large textual sections. To address this issue, both XPath and XQuery have been extended by keyword based search capabilities following an Information Retrieval approach, and a new set of content related constraints has been defined. These constraints allow a full-text search with a computation of relevance scores for each XML fragment. These extensions have given birth to the W3C standard languages XPath Full Text (XP-FT) and XQuery Full Text (XQ-FT)\(^9\). Concerning the constraints on the document structure, XP-FT and XQ-FT allow the specification of flexible constraints (i.e., the descendant axis); however the evaluation of these constraints is "hard" as it only acts on the selection of fragments without ranking them.

This has stimulated in recent years a wealth of research aimed at improving the expressiveness of these query languages w.r.t. structural constraints, in order to provide an approximate structural matching with the consequent ranking of the retrieved fragments\(^4,5\). In this paper we review some approaches that have proposed an extension of both XQuery and XQuery Full Text by means of flexible constraints that are evaluated in an approximate way (section 2); in section 3 we focus on FleXy\(^10,11\), a flexible extension of XQuery-FT initially defined in\(^12\) and developed as a library on the open source engine Base-X\(^11\). In section 4 we present PatentLight\(^13,14\), a tool for patent retrieval that was developed to show the expressive power of FleXy. Finally the conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. Related Work

In this section, after a short description of the main features of XML query languages, a review of some approaches that have been proposed to address flexibility in XML retrieval by using several techniques among which Fuzzy Set Theory is presented.

2.1. XML Query Languages: an overview

In this section some of the most important languages for querying XML documents are described. XPath\(^7\) is the first language defined by the W3C to allow the selection of fragments of an XML document. The main component of the language is the path expression that allows to formulate constraints whose evaluation produces a set of matching XML fragments. Since more and more companies are adopting XML as a standard, this has pushed to integrate XQuery as the main query language in their systems.

XPath and XQuery were created having in mind XML as a format for data organization and storage like in Database Management Systems. The issue of using XML as a format to define structured text was subsequently addressed by the Information Retrieval community, which aimed to enhance XML
retrieval with IR techniques for keyword-based selection of XML fragments.

To this aim, Trotman et al. proposed the NEXI language: NEXI enhances the XPath selection syntax by adding the about constraint, to express content related constraints in a keyword-based IR style. An example of NEXI query on the fragment in Fig.1 is Book/author/name[about('Eco')].

Due to both the increasing popularity of XPath and XQuery, and the creation of huge collections of XML documents, the XML community proposed standard languages including keyword-based query constraints. The definition of the standard XQuery Full Text and XPath Full Text language extensions by the W3C includes features such as element relevance computation (element scoring), and full-text search capabilities. Any of the two standard languages however provides any flexibility in the definition of structural constraints.

2.2. Introducing flexibility in XML query languages

Querying XML documents with the standard query languages presented in the previous section allows the specification of structure related constraints (i.e. the expected path structure) that are matched against the document structure. However, an inaccurate path expression provided to an XQuery/XPath engine may lead to the common search issue named "too few or too many results", where a query produces too many or too few results (or even none). For this reason in the last decade several approaches have been proposed aimed to introduce flexibility in the specification of the document structure by using various techniques among which Fuzzy Set Theory.

In 2006 Buche et al. proposed a fuzzy-based XML querying approach able to perform approximate comparisons between the query and the data tree structures. This approach introduces flexibility into the query evaluation phase by creating a set of new queries, named approximate queries, by allowing the deletion, the renaming and the insertion of nodes in the original query $q$. Each approximate query is associated with a transformation cost. The approximate queries are evaluated and their results are aggregated to produce the approximate result of $q$. This technique supports the specification of imprecise data gathered from the Web via possibility distributions.

By another approach a fuzzy set based extension of XQuery was proposed, which allows users to express flexible preferences on XML documents. The XQuery language is extended by this approach in order to allow user defined fuzzy constraints to be used in query expressions. However the approach does not introduce any specific flexible constraints on the target document structure. Also Thomson proposed an approach that allows the user to define her own set of flexible constraints defined as fuzzy sets, to enhance XQuery in a business transactions environment. In all the approaches presented so far, the focus is on giving users the possibility to specify flexible constraints on the document content, but no novelty is introduced related to specifying flexible constraints on the document structure.

A set of approaches have been working around the idea of path expression relaxation. Schlieder proposed the approXQL language that includes an algorithm for tree matching that first expands the user query by providing a set of similar queries obtained by node insertion, rename and delete operations, and then executes the new set instead of the original query (similarly to but applied to a specific XML query language).

FlexPath was the first proposal of an approximate matching of query constraints, who defined a formalization of the possible relaxations in the evaluation of the structure of the specified queries.

By another approach the score computation of a retrieved XML fragment takes into account the number of edges that separate the fragment from the leaf node that actually contains the matched keywords.

Several other approaches have been proposed in the last years mostly applying tree-edit distances, or computing semantic distances among XML elements by using semantic networks (e.g., WordNet).

With respect to the approaches presented in the literature, FleXy allows the user to specify flexible constraints on both content and structure of XML documents, conjugating the experiences de-
rived from both the Database and Information Retrieval research communities.

3. An Approach to introduce flexible constraints in XQuery-FT

In this section we present FleXy, an extension of XQuery-FT that introduces a set of flexible constraints to express structure related and content related constraints. FleXy was initially presented in12 and formalized in10,11.

The FleXy language offers a tolerance to vagueness and imprecision in XML retrieval by means of the following features:

- the possibility of retrieving only the most relevant parts of documents;
- a flexible approach to the approximate matching of structural query conditions;
- the use of vague predicates in query formulation to express flexible constraints on stored data (e.g., strings, numbers, dates);
- a tolerance to tag name misspelling.

The proposed approach allows to obtain a ranking of the retrieved fragments either based on the evaluation of the structure related constraints only, or the content related constraints only, or on a combination of them (which may also be decided by a user).

As an application of this flexible query language on XML documents, in section 4 we present PatentLight13,14, a search application conceived to query huge collections of XML patents.

The flexible language FleXy includes the structure related constraints below and near, and the content-based flexible constraint around. Moreover the constraint similar has been defined on tag names; we will describe how the combination of the content-based and the structure-based evaluation of flexible constraints can improve the effectiveness of an XML retrieval system.

The new features of the language have been implemented on top of the open source engine BaseX26.

3.1. Flexible Structure Related Constraints

This section describes the structure related constraints below and near, that have been defined as XQuery-FT axes; they have been formally defined with a syntax similar to the XQuery-FT axes child or descendant10.

The evaluation functions of the new axes near and below compute the path relevance score of a document path with respect to the path specified in the query. Each score is a value in the interval [0, 1], where 1 represents an exact match between the document fragment path and the query path, while values less than 1 are assigned to target nodes far from the context node. Nodes with a path relevance score of zero will not be retrieved as they are not relevant to the user query.

The Constraint Below: The evaluation of the constraint below extends the XQuery descendant axis evaluation by computing, for each retrieved node, a path relevance score that is inversely proportional to the path distance from the ideal path.

For example, in the query /Book/below:name the node labeled Book is the context node for the below axis evaluation, while all nodes labeled name are the target nodes. The ideal path is the one where the target node is a direct child of the context node. Based on the example in Fig.1 the elements retrieved in decreasing order of relevance estimate are: (i) the node Book/name; and (ii) the nodes Book/author/name.

An important observation is that, although the XQuery-FT standard constraints could allow to formulate complex queries with a behavior similar to the one associated with the constraint below, the use of explicit flexible constraints is clearly more user-oriented.

Given a context node c and a target node t, the path relevance score for the below axis evaluation can be computed as follows (although of course alternative evaluation functions can be defined):

\[ w_{\text{below}}(c, t) = \frac{1}{|\text{desc}_\text{arcs}(c, t)|} \]  

(1)

Where desc_arcs(c, t) is a function that, given two XML nodes c and t (where t must be a descendant of node c), returns the set of descending arcs
from \(c\) to \(t\). The score computed for the \textit{below} axis is inversely proportional to the distance of the nodes \(c\) and \(t\), thus giving to nodes closer to the context node a higher score than the one given to nodes far from the context node.

**The Constraint Near:** The \textit{near} constraint allows to retrieve target nodes that are \textit{in the neighbourhoods} of the context node, taking into account all possible directions (hence not only the descendant nodes, but also siblings and ancestors).

It is possible to specify a parameter within the \textit{near} constraint to indicate the maximum distance allowed between the context node and the target node: nodes reachable with more than \(n\) arcs from the context node will be excluded from the retrieved elements. This parameter allows users to control the evaluation of the \textit{near} constraint, and to restrict the search space.

Based on the previous considerations, for each matching node the \textit{near} constraint evaluation computes a relevance score that is inversely proportional to the distance of the target node from the context node (following any direction in the document tree).

As an example, (see Fig.1) the evaluation of the query \texttt{Book/near(2)::editor} will consider the node labeled \texttt{Book} as the context node, while the \texttt{editor} node is the target node matched. The result is the entire fragment in Fig.1, since the node collection is the common node allowing to retrieve the information required in the query.

In this case the evaluation function that computes the path relevance score for the \textit{near} axis is defined in Equation 2. Given the context node \(c\), the target node \(t\), \(l\) is the maximum allowed distance, and \(\text{arcs}(c, e)\) is a function that returns the set of arcs in the shortest path between \(c\) and \(t\).

\[
w_{\text{near}}(c, t, l) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{|\text{arcs}(c, t)|} & \text{if } |\text{arcs}(c, t)| \leq l \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases} \tag{2}
\]

Like in the computation of the \textit{below} score, this value is inversely proportional to the distance of the context node from the target node. The function assigns higher values if the target node is closer to the context node, and lower values as the distance increases.

On a performance point of view the evaluation of the FleXy axes introduces a noticeable overhead: a linear increasing evaluation timing is evident when a single huge document composes the queried collection, while a constant performance ratio is measured for collections composed of multiple small/medium XML documents.

### 3.2. Flexibility in Content and Tag Names Constraints

The flexible constraints \textit{around} and \textit{similar} can be applied to numbers/dates and tag names respectively.

The constraints evaluation for a given value (i.e., a leaf node content or an element tag name) produces a numeric score which expresses the satisfaction degree of the constraint when applied to that particular value.

**The constraint ”around”** is used to specify a flexible condition in which the closeness between the content value specified in the query and the value stored in the document is evaluated. This flexible constraint relaxes the usual Boolean condition of exact matching to a precise value specified in the query. The constraint around is useful when the user wants to specify in a query an approximate numeric or date value, and not an exact value to be retrieved. As an example let us consider an XML file storing books with their number of pages. When a user is looking for a small book, she can quantify this concept saying that the number of pages has to be close to 100. In this example the query would be \texttt{Book/pages[text() around 100]}.

Regarding the semantics of the flexible constraint, it relies on definition of the membership function of the fuzzy subset associated with the concept around \(n\); this function expresses the compatibility between the stored numeric value and the concept linguistically express by the flexible constraint around \(n\). For integers and dates, the fuzzy membership function can be defined as a symmetric triangular function centered in \(x \in X\).

**The constraint ”similar”** allows to retrieve document nodes with a tag name typographically similar to the tag name specified in the query. This
means that the tag name is evaluated with a tolerance for characters mismatching. This is useful, because often XML tags can be introduced with typos. Consider as an example the tag representing the editor of a book in Fig.1. If a user searches for books whose editor is Bompiani, by using the similar constraint also a node named editor-name would be retrieved. The query should be in this case specified as follows: Collection/similar(editor-name) [text() = 'Bompiani']. In order to assess string similarity, the evaluation of the constraint similar relies on the Levenshtein distance.

3.3. Evaluation of queries with multiple flexible constraints

An important issue concerns the evaluation of queries that involve multiple flexible constraints in fragment selection.

For each considered document fragment, the evaluation of a flexible constraint associates a relevance score in the range $[0, 1]$ with each node involved in the flexible part of the query.

While in flat queries this can be done in a simple way, a particular observation should be made for those complex queries where the selection node that needs to be ranked appears in a different tree branch than the one/ones that use the flexible constraints, thus obtaining a path relevance score.

In this case, for each retrieved fragment we may have different scores associated with the node to be retrieved, depending on different paths that in the same document satisfy the flexible constraint; therefore how the final score must be computed and assigned to the result is an important issue. A reasonable solution to address this situation is to apply the $\max$ aggregation operator. Although this choice is quite natural to obtain an optimistic aggregation, other aggregation schemes could be investigated.

4. An application of FleXY on Patent Search Retrieval

In this section we present an application of FleXY to a particular domain, XML Patent Retrieval, which may greatly benefit of the expressive power given by this language.

Patent Information Retrieval (PIR) is an important specialized branch of Information Retrieval, which is aimed to support users, often professionals such as patent attorneys, in retrieving patents that satisfy their information needs.

Today patents are publicly available through collections such as USPTO (United States Patent and Trade Office), EPO (European Patent Office) and WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization), which are also encoded in XML since 2012.

Each collection contains several thousands of patents, and it grows up year by year; therefore the cost of retrieving the state of the art (in this domain called prior-art) for filing patents or defending a claim of infringement purposes is increasing with time.

For the above reasons Patent Retrieval stimulates a high interest in the scientific community, and it is also considered a complex challenging task because the employed vocabulary is composed of several specialized or technical words. Moreover, often the obfuscation of content is intentional by writers who wish their patents difficult to retrieve.

Most approaches presented in the literature, based on keyword extraction or query expansion techniques, proved to produce poor results. As shown in, the FleXY language can produce good results with respect to both recall and precision in the patent retrieval domain.

4.1. How the flexible constraints works in patent search

This section explains how the flexible constraints introduced in the previous section are used to exploit the patent search task. In particular, the proposed approach has been defined and tested on the USPTO patent collection that can be freely downloaded on the Web. USPTO is the corpus adopted by most patent search applications such as Google Patents and PatentsSearcher. The first prototype was improved by introducing the possibility to retrieve fragments with different tag names w.r.t. those expressed in the query. This feature is useful when we query collections of which we roughly know the internal structure (tag names and node positions), or
when we want to apply the same query to a composition of patent collections that contain more or less the same information stored in different tag nodes (for instance the node Orgname instead of the node Last-Name). See Fig. 2.

Indeed it was outlined\textsuperscript{13} that EPO and WIPO patent documents show more or less the same structure of USPTO, even if with different tags. For this reason the similar constraint was used to perform a set of experiments on a collection composed by both USPTO and WIPO documents.

The proposed approach allows users to search patents by means of a keyword based query, thus completely hiding to users the complexity of the syntax of XQuery-FT.

4.1.1. Keyword-based Query: the approach

An important functionality of the flexible patent search approach\textsuperscript{31} is to categorize patents by exploiting their XML structure. In this way the engine organizes the XML patents into meaningful semantic XML elements covering the main patent information. The categorization process described below can easily capture what the user topical search intent is by identifying the possible interpretations associated with a patent. By analyzing the patents in the USPTO collection, four main semantic categories were identified\textsuperscript{31}:\emph{People} containing details about inventors and other people involved, \emph{Title} of the patent, \emph{Description} with a full textual description of the invention, and \emph{Claims} containing a summary of the main characteristics and purposes of the invention. An analysis of the other collections showed that the same categorization can be applied also to them: the structure of patent documents appear similar in all collections under analysis.

The above categories have been identified by the XML elements: \emph{People} (the associated elements are \texttt{Applicants}, \texttt{Agents}, Assignee, Examiners as shown in the USPTO patent fragment depicted in Fig.2), \emph{Title} (\texttt{title}), \emph{Description} (\texttt{description}), and \emph{Claims} (\texttt{claims}).

A user specified keyword based query (here below "query terms") is automatically rewritten into four distinct flexible queries, one for each of the four categories. The structure of each query is predefined in order to search the query terms in pre-established elements. Below an example for the category\emph{People}, for further details see previous works\textsuperscript{31,13}:

\begin{verbatim}
People:
applicants/near::Last-Name[
text() contains text "query terms"]

applicants/near::similar(Last-Name)[
text() contains text "query terms"]
\end{verbatim}

Note that the similar constraint is applied to each node of the query path (in the example \texttt{applicants} and \texttt{Last-Name}), and therefore each category will contain two queries instead of one.
The retrieved fragments are ranked according to the combination of two values: the degree of structural relevance based on the evaluation of the flexible constraints, and the degree of relevance obtained by the full-text scoring of the XQuery Full Text language (the prototype in\(^3\) uses the BaseX system\(^2\)). The approach privileges the structural ranking w.r.t. the content based relevance since it was observed that the paragraphs most related to the invention are usually structurally closer to the tag Description. For details see\(^{14,13}\).

4.2. The PatentLight tool

The PatentLight tool has been developed on top of the BaseX system\(^2\), inheriting its indexing system and query execution engine. During the querying process each class query is executed independently; one of the main characteristics of the approach is that each query produces four distinct ranked lists, one for each class (People, Title, Descriptions, Claims).

To the aim of exploring the usefulness of FleXPath on the patent collection several different searches were performed, fully presented in\(^1\), to the aim of comparing PatentLight and Google Patents w.r.t the prior-art retrieval task. In this task users really need to find the highest number of relevant patents as possible; in the preliminary evaluations the first 50 results for each search were carefully checked, and they were compared with the results provided by Google Patents for the same query. The tests showed that in most cases PatentLight retrieved the same number or a higher number of relevant patents w.r.t. Google Patents within the first 50 results. Moreover the presentation of the results in four distinct lists may be very useful to easily find the relevant documents.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have reviewed some fuzzy approaches to flexible querying in XML. In particular the FleXy language has been synthesized as well as its application to the patent retrieval domain. With the possibility of formulating keyword-based search as addressed by the XQuery Full-Text extension, the user can formulate queries that explicitly represent her/his needs, in a way tolerant to imprecision, thus having a full control on the desired evaluation process.

The application of FleXy to the patent search domain has shown to be particularly promising in the case in which we need to query several collections that do not share the same document structure or tag vocabulary. At the present time, the direction in which the main patent organizations (EPO, USPTO, WIPO) appear to be moving is finding a common standard representation for XML patents, but the situation could become more challenging as soon as the collections of other organizations (e.g. the Japan Patent Office, the Eurasian Patent Organization, etc..) will be indexed by patent search engines.

Other important applications of a flexible query language for XML documents can be found in the retrieval of scientific articles, or to inquire data collections coming from the Internet of Things; XML has been widely studied as data exchange format in this context\(^3\).
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